October half term Challenge 2020
Activity 1
A terrifying tale or a rotten
rhyme!
Create your own spooky
story or petrifying poem.
Write it down and read it
out to someone using
your best scary voice!
Send us a video or picture
of your story/rhyme.

Activity 5
Book on to a magical
live Chemistry event run by
Talking Science on 28/10/20
at 10.30am.
Find out about weird water,
see ‘airmazing’ levitation
and watch fire appear and
disappear! Book on here
https://ukri.zoom.us/webinar/
register/WN_S_JY5yV9R36M8l
HhQztN7w

Activity 2

Pumpkin Picking!
Go pumpkin picking at
your local farm. Decide
on your creation and
then with the help of a
grown-up carve your
pumpkin and send us a
picture of the end result.
Activity 6
Look to the Skies!
Venture outside once it is
dark and look up…what can
you see? Why not ask an
adult to download a free
App such as
SkySafari or SkyWalk2
to help you locate the moon,
planets, stars and
Constellations. Draw/write
about everything you spot.

Activity 3
Autumn Art work!
Go on a walk in the local
area and collect Autumn
leaves, twigs conkers
etc..Use the twigs to
create a ‘frame’ then
arrange everything else
inside the frame to make
your artwork and take a
picture.

Activity 4
Tasty Treats!
Using Autumn as your
inspiration, cook a
warming teatime treat
such as vegetable soup,
apple crumble, ginger
cake or hot chocolate.
Don’t forget to write
your ingredients and
method.

Activity 7
Autumn Wordsearch!
Draw a 10x10 grid so you
have 100 boxes. Think of 10
words relating to autumn.
Write the words forwards,
vertically or diagonally into
the grid and then fill all of
the empty boxes with
random letters. Challenge a
family member to find all 10
words…can they do it?

Collect extra Children’s University credits during the October holiday by completing this challenge.
Each activity is worth 1 credit when you take evidence of your activity to your teacher or send it to your
local Children’s University. Send it to laura.ashcroft@elevate-ebp.co.uk

